
Second Conditional

Name: Date: __/__/20__

He said something wrong _______________ if I _________ him to it.1.
(happen) (push)

would happen pushed

But this discussion _____________ us far from our subject, if it ______ us
to examine, in all its details, the vast improvement in morals which doubtless
will distinguish twentieth century France; for morals are reformed only very
gradually!

2.

(take) (lead)

would take led

Therefore, _________________ a great man if I ______________ a hard
struggle?
3.

(how/I/be/?) (not/have)
how could I be didn't have

It was tolerably certain that he ____________ if he _________.4. (die) (stay)would die stayed

If he _________ out all those wretched Uitlanders it ______________ them
right.
5.

(turn) (serve)
turned would serve

If it _______ to her or to the man she loved, they _____________ for one
another a little while-that was all.
6.

(come) (wait)
came would wait

She _____________ these, if she ______ them anywhere.7. (know) (see)would know saw

I ________ so sorry if my foolish delay _________ you any trouble.8.
(be) (cause)

'd be caused

Then you have just the sort of face to put on a fruit stall; if the woman
________ to see you for a pumpkin, no one ___________________ her.
9.

(try) (contradict)
tried would contradict

If she _______ them they ____________ to reach him.10. (tell) (try)told would try

If I _______ more, I ___________________ better.11.
(know) (comprehend)

knew could comprehend

I _____________ better if I _______ the girl.12. (tell) (know)could tell knew

If I ___________ so delicate I ________________; but I know I can't
stand it.
13.

(not/be) (not/mind)
were not wouldn't mind
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You ____________________ us if we ______!14. (not/respect) (do)would not respect did

They __________ him if he _______ that up.15. (hear) (keep)'d hear kept

It ___________ base in us if we __________ ourselves to forget that.16.
(be) (allow)

would be allowed

That you should still be of such good cheer _______________ or else
astonish me if I _______ still capable of those sentiments.
17.

(please) (be)
would please

were

If any one ______ one of those apples, no matter how aged he was, he
____________ young again.
18.

(eat) (become)
ate

'd become

If I _______ young, she _______________ me.19. (die) (follow)died would follow

If it ___________ so, many of our tastes ___________ different.20.
(not/be) (be)

were not would be
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